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Buddhism in the Modern World-David L. McMahan 2012-03-15 Buddhism in the Modern World explores the
challenges faced by Buddhism today, the distinctive forms that it has taken and the individuals and movements
that have shaped it. Part One discusses the modern history of Buddhism in different geographical regions, from
Southeast Asia to North America. Part Two examines key themes including globalization, gender issues, and the
ways in which Buddhism has confronted modernity, science, popular culture and national politics. Each chapter is
written by a distinguished scholar in the field and includes photographs, summaries, discussion points and
suggestions for further reading. The book provides a lively and up-to-date overview that is indispensable for both
students and scholars of Buddhism.

Introducing Tibetan Buddhism-Geoffrey Samuel 2012 "Introducing Tibetan Buddhism is the ideal starting
point for students wishing to undertake a comprehensive study of Tibetan religion. This lively introduction covers
the whole spectrum of Tibetan religious history, from early figures and the development of the old and new
schools of Buddhism to the spread and influence of Tibetan Buddhism throughout the world. Geoffrey Samuel
covers the key schools and traditions, as well as Bon, and bodies of textual material, including the writings of
major lamas. He explores aspects such as the path to liberation through Sutra and Tantra teachings, philosophy,
ethics, ritual, and issues of gender and national identity. Illustrated throughout, the book includes a chronology,
glossary, pronunciation guide, summaries, discussion questions and recommendations for further reading to aid
students' understanding and revision"--

The Buddha and His Religion (Routledge Revivals)-J. Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire 2014-03-18 First published in
1914, this is a fascinating investigation of the origins of Buddhism, drawing on a wealth of evidence relating to the
life and teachings of the Buddha. First considering how the study of the Buddhist doctrine can be used to critique
religious systems such as Christianity, Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire proceeds to discuss Buddhism at three different
periods of its history: the life and legend of the Buddha as demonstrated within canonical works, Buddhism in
India during the seventh century, and finally, Buddhism in Sri Lanka (formally ‘Ceylon’) at the start of the
twentieth century. Principally a philosophical study surrounding the origins and principles of Buddhism, this
reissue will be of particular value to students researching contemporary perceptions of the Buddhist faith.

Introducing World Religions-the EBook-Victoria Urubshurow 2008-06

The Buddhist Religions-Richard H. Robinson 2005 This historical introduction to Buddhism presents students
with an engaging exploration of the diversity of thoughts and practices of a wide segment of followers of the
Buddha. It covers five main aspects of Buddhism: ritual, devotionalism, doctrine, meditation, practice, and
institutional history.

The Buddha and Religious Diversity-J. Abraham Velez de Cea 2013-01-03 Providing a rigorous analysis of
Buddhist ways of understanding religious diversity, this book develops a new foundation for cross-cultural
understanding of religious diversity in our time. Examining the complexity and uniqueness of Buddha’s approach
to religious pluralism using four main categories – namely exclusivism, inclusivism, pluralistic-inclusivism and
pluralism – the book proposes a cross-cultural and interreligious interpretation of each category, thus avoiding the
accusation of intellectual colonialism. The key argument is that, unlike the Buddha, most Buddhist traditions
today, including Theravāda Buddhism and even the Dalai Lama, consider liberation and the highest stages of
spiritual development exclusive to Buddhism. The book suggests that the Buddha rejects many doctrines and
practices found in other traditions, and that, for him, there are nonnegotiable ethical and doctrinal standards that
correspond to the Dharma. This argument is controversial and likely to ignite a debate among Buddhists from
different traditions, especially between conservative and progressive Buddhists. The book fruitfully contributes to
the literature on inter-religious dialogue, and is of use to students and scholars of Asian Studies, World Religion
and Eastern Philosophy.

Introducing Buddhism-Charles S. Prebish 2009-12-01 Explaining the key teachings and historical development
of Buddhism, this student-friendly introduction contains chapters on Engaged Buddhism, Buddhist and War,
Buddhism in the Western World and Meditation.

The Buddhist Religion-Richard H. Robinson 1977

Introducing Buddhism-Charles S. Prebish 2009-12-01 Explaining the key teachings and historical development
of Buddhism, this student-friendly introduction contains chapters on Engaged Buddhism, Buddhist and War,
Buddhism in the Western World and Meditation.

Introduction to the Great Religions-Jean Daniélou 1964 A series of brief essays by experts in the major
religions: the nature cults, Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism, the religions of Japan, Judaism and atheism. The opening
and closing essays by Jean Daniélou are written from the Christian perspective and provide a framework within
which the other essays can be read. In the first he gives a concise outline by which to judge the character of a
religion, and in the last he focuses on the unique distinction, the transcendence, of Christianity.

Introduction of Buddhism to Korea-Lewis R. Lancaster 1989 A collection of articles dealing with the
introduction of Buddhism in Korea and its subsequent spread from there to Japan. The studies contained in this
volume cover the Three Kingdom period.

A Brief Introduction to Buddhism-Tim Dowley 2019-06-01 This brief introduction to Buddhism is designed to
help readers understand this important religious tradition. With both nuance and balance, this text provides broad
coverage of various forms of Buddhism with an arresting layout with rich colors. It offers both historical overviews
and modern perspectives on Buddhist beliefs and practices. The user-friendly content is enhanced by charts of
religious festivals, historic timelines, updated maps, and a useful glossary. It is ideal for courses on Buddhism and
Asian religions and will be a useful, concise reference for all readers eager to know more about this important
religious tradition and its place in our contemporary world.

An Introduction to Buddhist Ethics-Peter Harvey 2000-06-22 A systematic introduction to Buddhist ethics
aimed at anyone interested in Buddhism.

Six Ways of Being Religious-Dale S. Cannon 1996 This text gives students a framework for their comparative
study of religion that includes full, in-depth descriptions of each ''way of being religious.''

Beyond Enlightenment-Richard Cohen 2006-08-21 The vast majority of books on Buddhism describe the Buddha
using the word enlightened, rather than awakened. This bias has resulted in Buddhism becoming generally
perceived as the eponymous religion of enlightenment. Beyond Enlightenment is a sophisticated study of some of
the underlying assumptions involved in the study of Buddhism (especially, but not exclusively, in the West). It
investigates the tendency of most scholars to ground their study of Buddhism in these particular assumptions
about the Buddha’s enlightenment and a particular understanding of religion, which is traced back through
Western orientalists to the Enlightenment and the Protestant Reformation. Placing a distinct emphasis on Indian
Buddhism, Richard Cohen adeptly creates a work that will appeal to those with an interest in Buddhism and India
and also scholars of religion and history.

Buddhism in Practice-Donald S. Lopez Jr. 2015-11-24 This anthology, first published in 1995, illustrates the vast
scope of Buddhist practice in Asia, past and present. Re-released now in a slimmer but still extensive edition,
Buddhism in Practice presents a selection of thirty-five translated texts--each preceded by a substantial
introduction by its translator. These unusual sources provides the reader with a sense of the remarkable diversity
of the practices of persons who over the course of 2,500 years have been identified, by themselves or by others, as
Buddhists. Demonstrating the many continuities among the practices of Buddhist cultures widely separated by
both history and geography, Buddhism in Practice continues to provide an ideal introduction to Buddhism and a
source of new insights for scholars.

Religions of India-Sushil Mittal 2017-11-21 India is a highly diverse country, home to a wide array of languages,
religions, and cultural traditions. Analyzing the dynamic religious traditions of this democratic nation sheds light
on the complex evolution from India's past to today's modern culture. Written by leading experts in the field,
Religions of India provides students with an introduction to India's vibrant religious faiths. To understand its
heritage and core values, the beginning chapters introduce the indigenous Dharmic traditions of Hinduism,
Jainism, Buddhism, and Sikhism, while the later chapters examine the outside influences of Zoroastrianism,
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. These chapters are designed for cross-religious comparison, with the history,
practices, values, and worldviews of each belief system explained. The final chapter helps students relate what
they have learnt to religious theory, preparing the way for future study. This thoroughly revised second edition
combines solid scholarship with clear and lively writing to provide students with an accessible and comprehensive
introduction to religion in India. This is the ideal textbook for students approaching religion in Asia, South Asia, or
India for the first time. Features to aid study include: discussion questions at the end of each chapter, images, a
glossary, suggestions for further reading, and an Companion Website with additional links for students to further
their study.

Religion and Science in the Mirror of Buddhism-Francisca Cho 2015-10-14 This book offers a Buddhist
perspective on the conflict between religion and science in contemporary western society. Examining Buddhist
history, authors Francisca Cho and Richard K. Squier offer a comparative analysis of Buddhist and western
scientific epistemologies that transcends the limitations of non-Buddhist approaches to the subject of religion and
science. The book is appropriate for undergraduates, graduate students, and researchers interested in
comparative religion or in the intersection of religion and science and Buddhist Studies.

Religious Education in the Secondary School-James D. Holt 2014-12-08 Religious Education in the Secondary
School is a comprehensive, straightforward introduction to the effective teaching of Religious Education in the
secondary classroom. Acknowledging the highly valuable yet often misunderstood contribution of RE, this text
shows how the subject can be taught in a way that explores the impact of religion on the lives of people and
society, engaging pupils and preparing them to become individuals who celebrate and respect diversity. It is
illustrated throughout with ideas for teaching at different key stages and offers expert chapters introducing you to
both the World Religions and the core aspects of effective teaching and learning. With an emphasis on developing
an understanding of the importance - and different ways - of meeting the learning needs of all pupils, key chapters
cover: -Understanding different pedagogies of RE -Spirituality and RE -Tips on effective planning and assessment
-An approach to teaching across the Key Stages -Core subject knowledge in Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism,
Islam, Judaism and Sikhism Written by an experienced teacher, teacher educator and examiner, Religious
Education in the Secondary School is a succinct compendium and has a real classroom applicability offering all
trainee RE teachers, as well as those teaching Religious Education as specialists or non-specialists a wealth of
support and inspiration.

Introducing Daoism-Livia Kohn 2009-01-01

Buddhism-Donald W. Mitchell 2013-01 Buddhism: Introducing the Buddhist Experience, focuses on the depth of
Buddhist experience as expressed in the teachings and practices of its religious and philosophical traditions.
Taking a broad and inclusive approach, this work spans over 2,500 years, offering chapters on Buddhism's origins
in India; Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism; and Buddhism in Southeast Asia, Tibet, China, Korea, and Japan.

Introducing Chinese Religions-Mario Poceski 2009 Features a whirlwind tour of the religions of China.

An Introduction to Mahāyāna Buddhism-William M McGovern 2010-10-18 William Montgomery McGovern’s
Introduction to Mahayana Buddhism was one of the first books on Mahayana Buddhism written for a Western
audience. It predates influential English language overviews of Buddhism by D. T. Suzuki, A. Watts, and W.
Rahula. The author was born in New York City in 1897 and spent his latter teenage years (1914-1917) training at
the Nishi Hongwanji Mahayana Buddhist monastery in Kyoto, Japan. He founded the Mahayana Association at age
eighteen and edited and published the journal "Mahayanist" while completing his studies at the monastery.
Introduction to Mahayana Buddhism was written as part of a thesis which secured him his Buddhist degree and
an honorary ordination as a Buddhist priest. Intended as a simplified and introductory text for a lay audience, the
book reflects the unique perspective of a Westerner trained in Japan at a time when Mahayana Buddhism was
little known in the West. Referencing Buddhist literature, it gives a short history of Buddhism and the divergence
of schools of Buddhist philosophy, introduces the four noble truths, the philosophy of Karma, the nature of
Buddhahood, reincarnation and the road to nirvana, Buddhist cosmology, and psychological and philosophical
elements of Buddhist teachings. Although the divisions of non Mahayana Buddhist sects and philosophy described
may be considered dated, Introduction to Mahayana Buddhism remains significant for its historical value in
presenting Eastern religious and philosophical thought to Westerners at a pivotal time in history.

Buddhism-Alexander Wynne 2014-12-23 Buddhism is often characterised as one of the most complex and
enigmatic of all the world's religions. Although the Buddha himself was not a philosopher in the sense that that
term is often understood, a Buddhist philosophy nevertheless emerged from the Buddha's teachings that was
astonishingly rich, profound and elusive. Buddhism, which for over two millennia has been an integral part of
South and East Asian society and civilisation, is now increasingly popular in the West, where its teachings about
liberation of the self from the cycle of existence have proved attractive to people from a wide variety of
backgrounds. In this new and comprehensive textbook, Alexander Wynne shows that the story of Buddhism as a
global system of belief begins with the life of the Buddha in northern India in the fifth century bce. He discusses
the many new advances that have been made in recent years with regard to Buddhist origins, and traces the ways
that formative Indian doctrines helped shape the features of later Asian Buddhism. Carefully outlining the major
Buddhist traditions, Wynne examines in turn the major Mahayana traditions of China, in- cluding the Ch'an and
Pure Land schools, as well as recent trends in Theravada Buddhism, especially in Sri Lanka and Thailand, and the
Tantric Buddhism of Tibet. Finally, he turns to the role of Buddhism in the modern world, and explores how the
western encounter with Buddhism has both affected and been affected by it, especially in the fields of cognitive
science and modern psychology.

Women in Japanese Religions-Barbara R. Ambros 2015-05-29 Scholars have widely acknowledged the
persistent ambivalence with which the Japanese religious traditions treat women. Much existing scholarship
depicts Japan’s religious traditions as mere means of oppression. But this view raises a question: How have
ambivalent and even misogynistic religious discourses on gender still come to inspire devotion and emulation
among women? In Women in Japanese Religions, Barbara R. Ambros examines the roles that women have played
in the religions of Japan. An important corrective to more common male-centered narratives of Japanese religious
history, this text presents a synthetic long view of Japanese religions from a distinct angle that has typically been

An Introduction to Buddhism-Peter Harvey 1990-05-25 Unlike other studies, this work not only explores
Buddhism's world views but attempts to show how it functions as a set of practices based on devotion, ethics, and
meditation.
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discounted in standard survey accounts of Japanese religions. Drawing on a diverse collection of writings by and
about women, Ambros argues that ambivalent religious discourses in Japan have not simply subordinated women
but also given them religious resources to pursue their own interests and agendas. Comprising nine chapters
organized chronologically, the book begins with the archeological evidence of fertility cults and the early
shamanic ruler Himiko in prehistoric Japan and ends with an examination of the influence of feminism and
demographic changes on religious practices during the “lost decades” of the post-1990 era. By viewing Japanese
religious history through the eyes of women, Women in Japanese Religions presents a new narrative that offers
strikingly different vistas of Japan’s pluralistic traditions than the received accounts that foreground male
religious figures and male-dominated institutions. Additional Resources

believe and practice, and for small groups and churches who want to become more effective in reaching those
from other cultures and religions, Neighboring Faiths is an indispensable guide.

Living Religions-Mary Pat Fisher 2011-11-21 This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any
media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Reflecting
modern religions in today’s changing world. Living Religions: A Brief Introduction 3/e presents a highly readable
and stimulating concise survey of the modern religious world though an emphasis on the personal consciousness
of believers and their own accounts of their religion and relevance in contemporary life. Along with a team of
specialist consultants in each faith, and drawing on a wealth of scholarly research and firsthand source material,
Mary Pat Fisher provides a fresh and challenging insight into the historical development and teachings of
traditional faiths, indigenous religions, and new religious movements. She considers how the contemporary beliefs
and practices of each of these traditions has evolved, and explores the changing nature of each religion;
particularly the role of women, and the issues and controversies such as fundamentalism, violence, globalization,
and interfaith initiatives. Teaching and Learning Experience Personalize Learning - MyReligionLabdelivers proven
results in helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that personalize learning, and comes from a
trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and instructors achieve
their goals. Improve Critical Thinking - Outstanding student pedagogy- including lists of key topics, review and
discussion questions, a suggested reading list, Teaching Stories boxes, primary source quotations, a timeline,
world map, key terms and more! - encourages students to examine their assumptions, discern hidden values,
evaluate evidence, assess their conclusions, and more! Engage Students - Living Religions: A Brief
Introductionprovides personal interviews with followers of each faith, Religion in Practice and Religion in Public
Life boxes, and an impressive image program - all which help to bring each major world religion to life. Support
Instructors - Teaching your course just got easier! You can create a Customized Text or use our Instructor’s
Manual, Electronic “MyTest” Test Bank or PowerPoint Presentation Slides. Plus, Living Religions:A Brief
Introduction 3/e is concise enough that you can opt to use additional handouts, course packs, or supplemental
readings. Note: MyReligionLab does no come automatically packaged with this text. To purchase MyReligionLab,
please visit www.MyReligionLab.com or you can purchase a valuepack of the text + MyReligionLab (VP ISBN-10:
0205242081, VP ISBN-13: 9780205242085)

Buddhism-Donald William Mitchell 2008 Buddhism: Introducing the Buddhist Experience, Second Edition,
focuses on the depth of Buddhist experience as expressed in the teachings and practices of its religious and
philosophical traditions. Taking a broad and inclusive approach, this unique work spans over 2,500 years, offering
chapters on Buddhism's origins in India; Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism; and Buddhism in Southeast Asia,
Tibet, China, Korea, and Japan. It also includes an extensive discussion of modern, socially engaged Buddhism and
a concluding chapter on the spread of Buddhism to the West. Author Donald W. Mitchell provides substantial
selections of primary text material throughout that illustrate a great variety of moral, cultural, psychological,
meditative, and spiritual Buddhist experiences. Buddhism features twenty-two boxed personal narratives by
respected Buddhist leaders and scholars, including His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Dharma Master Sheng Yen,
Dharma Master Cheng Yen, Jeffrey Hopkins, Sulak Sivaraksa, Rita M. Gross, Chatsumarn Kabilsingh, and Robert
Aitken. The text also includes photographs, maps, a pronunciation guide, and a glossary of technical terms.
Integrating more information about how Buddhism is actually practiced around the world today, the second
edition adds six brief end-of-chapter essays by scholars and practitioners on cultural experiences of Buddhism in
Thailand, Tibet, China, Korea, Japan, and America. Ideal for courses in Buddhism, Asian religions, and Asian
philosophy, this edition also offers additional photographs, new sections on topics like Buddhist cosmology,
expanded coverage of Buddhism and globalization, and updated suggestions for further reading.

Religion and Human Rights-John Witte 2011-11-25 The relationship between religion and human rights is both
complex and inextricable. While most of the world's religions have supported violence, repression, and prejudice,
each has also played a crucial role in the modern struggle for universal human rights. Most importantly, religions
provide the essential sources and scales of dignity and responsibility, shame and respect, restraint and regret,
restitution and reconciliation that a human rights regime needs to survive and flourish in any culture. This volume
provides authoritative examinations of the contributions to human rights of Judaism, Christianity, Islam,
Hinduism, Confucianism, Buddhism, and indigenous religions. Each chapter grapples with the concept and origins
of "human rights," and offers insight into the major human rights issues that confront religious individuals and
communities. These include core issues of freedom of religious conscience, choice, exercise, expression,
association, morality, and self-determination. They also include analysis of the roles of religious ideas and
institutions in the cultivation and abridgement of rights of women, children, and minorities, and rights to peace,
orderly development, and protection of nature and the environment. With contributions by a score of leading
experts, Religion and Human Rights provides authoritative and accessible assessments of the contributions of
Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Confucianism, Buddhism, and Indigenous religionsto the development of
the ideas and institutions of human rights. It also probes the major human rights issues that confront religious
individuals and communities around the world today, and the main challenges that the world's religions will pose
to the human rights regime in the future.

Buddhism Goes to the Movies-Ronald Green 2013-12-04 Buddhism Goes to the Movies: Introduction to
Buddhist Thought and Practice explains the basics of Buddhist philosophy and practice through a number of
dramatic films from around the world. This book introduces readers in a dynamic way to the major traditions of
Buddhism: the Theravāda, and various interrelated Mahāyāna divisions including Zen, Pure Land and Tantric
Buddhism. Students can use Ronald Green’s book to gain insights into classic Buddhist themes, including
Buddhist awakening, the importance of the theory of dependent origination, the notion of no-self, and Buddhist
ideas about life, death and why we are here. Contemporary developments are also explored, including the Socially
Engaged Buddhism demonstrated by such figures as the Dalai Lama, Thich Nhat Hanh, Aung San Suu Kyi, and
other Buddhist activists. Finally, comparisons between filmic expressions of Buddhism and more traditional
artistic expressions of Buddhism—such as mandala drawings—are also drawn. An important addition to any
introduction to Buddhist philosophy and practice, Buddhism Goes to the Movies is an excellent way to bring
Buddhist thought, history, and activity to the uninitiated and interested reader.

The Buddhist Viṣṇu-John Clifford Holt 2008 John Holt's groundbreaking study examines the assimilation,
transformation, and subordination of the Hindu deity Visnu within the contexts of Sri Lankan history and Sinhala
Buddhist religious culture. Holt argues that political agendas and social forces, as much as doctrinal concerns,
have shaped the shifting patterns of the veneration of Visnu in Sri Lanka. Holt begins with a comparative look at
the assimilation of the Buddha in Hinduism. He then explores the role and rationale of medieval Sinhala kings in
assimilating Visnu into Sinhala Buddhism. Offering analyses of texts, many of which have never before been
translated into English, Holt considers the development of Visnu in Buddhist literature and the changing practices
of deity veneration. Shifting to the present, Holt describes the efforts of contemporary Buddhist monks in Sri
Lanka to discourage the veneration of Visnu, suggesting that many are motivated by a reactionary fear that their
culture and society will soon be overrun by the influences and practices of Hindus, Muslims, and Christians.

Global Religions-Mark Juergensmeyer 2003-03-20 The essays collected here provide brief and accessible
introductions to the major world religions in their global contexts. The volume begins with an introduction to the
globalization of religion by Mark Juergensmeyer, and is followed by individual essays on Christianity, Islam,
Judaism, Hinduism, Buddhism, and local religious societies. The book concludes with three essays reflecting on
the global religious scene. Taken together, these essays provide a concise, authoritative, and highly readable
introduction to the state of worldwide religion in the 21st century.

Introduction to World Religions-Jacob Neusner 2010 Religious communities are dynamic groups that continue
to address relevant concerns

The Tibetan Book of the Dead-W. Y. Evans-Wentz 2000-09-28 The Tibetan Book of the Dead is one of the texts
that, according to legend, Padma-Sambhava was compelled to hide during his visit to Tibet in the late 8th century.
The guru hid his books in stones, lakes, and pillars because the Tibetans of that day and age were somehow
unprepared for their teachings. Now, in the form of the ever-popular Tibetan Book of the Dead, these teachings
are constantly being discovered and rediscovered by Western readers of many different backgrounds--a
phenomenon which began in 1927 with Oxford's first edition of Dr. Evans-Wentz's landmark volume. While it is
traditionally used as a mortuary text, to be read or recited in the presence of a dead or dying person, this book-which relates the whole experience of death and rebirth in three intermediate states of being--was originally
understood as a guide not only for the dead but also for the living. As a contribution to the science of death and
dying--not to mention the belief in life after death, or the belief in rebirth--The Tibetan Book of the Dead is unique
among the sacred texts of the world, for its socio-cultural influence in this regard is without comparison. This
fourth edition features a new foreword, afterword, and suggested further reading list by Donald S. Lopez, author
of Prisoners of Shangri-La: Tibetan Buddhism and the West. Lopez traces the whole history of the late EvansWentz's three earlier editions of this book, fully considering the work of contributors to previous editions (C. G.
Jung among them), the sections that were added by Evans-Wentz along the way, the questions surrounding the
book's translation, and finally the volume's profound importance in engendering both popular and academic
interest in the religion and culture of Tibet. Another key theme that Lopez addresses is the changing nature of
this book's audience--from the prewar theosophists to the beat poets to the hippies to contemporary exponents of
the hospice movement--and what these audiences have found (or sought) in its very old pages.

Major World Religions-Lloyd Ridgeon 2003-12-08 This work seeks to answer questions about the great religious
traditions in the contemporary age. It focuses upon those religions that continue to demand the attention of the
Western world. Following an introduction on the philosophy of religion, attention is focused on Hinduism,
Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam which are religions that have had (and probably continue to have) the
greatest number of followers in Western society. In addition to the lasting impact that religion has had in society,
we are witnesses to the development of secularism on the one hand and the revival of religious sentiment on the
other, thus chapters on modernity, postmodernism, and 'fundamentalism' have also been included. The distinctive
feature of the book is its modern feel. Each chapter brings the reader up-to-date with recent developments and
commentaries upon recent religious thought, theology and religious-political movements. Moreover, the length of
the chapters permits a detailed analysis which is so often lacking in books on world religions.

Introduction to the Study of Religion-Hillary P. Rodrigues 2008-08-20 Why do people study religion? How
have they studied it in the past? How do we study religion today? Is the academic study of religion the same as
religious education? These and many other questions are addressed in this engaging introduction to the discipline
of religious studies, written by two experienced university teachers. The authors have crafted this book to
familiarize novice students with key concepts and terminology in the study of religion. More advanced students
will find a varied array of theoretical perspectives and methodological approaches to the field. Topics include:
definitions of religion perspectives in the study and teaching of religion how religion began to be studied:
traditional perspectives – philosophical and theological how people experience religion: perspectives in the study
of religious consciousness and perception – phenomenological and psychological studying religion within
communities: Social and cultural perspectives – anthropological, sociological, political and economic judging
religion: critical perspectives –feminist approaches, the interaction of popular literature and religion contextual
perspectives – historical and comparative. The book encourages students to think critically about the theories and
methods presented. Students will find arguments for the strengths and limitations of these approaches,
understand connections among religious studies and other intellectual movements, and develop their own ideas of
how they might want to go about the study of religion. Summary boxes, a timeline, a glossary and other pedagogic
aids help students grasp key concepts, along with a companion website at www.sastor.com.

South Asian Religions-Selva J. Raj 2013 The religious landscape of South Asia is complex and fascinating. While
existing literature tends to focus on the majority religions of Hinduism and Buddhism, much less attention is given
to Jainism, Sikhism, Islam or Christianity. While not nelecting the majority traditions, this valuable resource also
explores the important role which the minority traditions play in the religious life of the subcontinent, covering
popular as well as elite expressions of religious faith. By examining the realities of religious life, and the ways in
which the traditions are practised on the ground, this book provides an illuminating introduction to religion in
South Asia.

An Introduction to the Psychology of Religion-Robert H. Thouless 1971 The third edition of this successful
book, which applies the science of psychology to problems of religion. Dr Thouless explores such questions as:
why do people believe? Why are their beliefs often held with irrational strength? How are changes in belief
systems related to mental health? What are reasonable attitudes towards alternative belief systems? This edition
includes samples of the experimental and statistical studies of religious problems, including the author's own
study of the strength of religious beliefs. This edition also pays more attention to the problems of non-Christian
religious systems, with special consideration given to the problems of mutual toleration. Finally Dr Thouless
considers whether it is reasonable for modern man to adhere to any religious belief system. This is an excellent
textbook for students of the social sciences, particularly psychology and theology, and will also interest the
general reader who has an intellectual curiosity about religion.

World Religions in Practice-Paul Gwynne 2017-08-07 A new and expanded edition of a highly successful
textbook on world religions with a comparative approach which explores how six major religions are lived and
expressed through their customs, rituals and everyday practices. A new edition of this major textbook, exploring
the world's great religions through their customs, rituals and everyday practices by focusing on the 'lived
experience' This comparative study is enriched and broadened with the inclusion of a sixth religion, Daoism Takes
a thematic, comparative and practical approach; each chapter explores a series of key themes including birth,
death, ethics, and worship across all six religions at each time Broadens students' understanding by offering an
impartial discussion of the similarities and differences between each religion Includes an increased range of
student-friendly features, designed to allow students to engage with each religion and extend their understanding

Neighboring Faiths-Winfried Corduan 2012-10-22 For students seeking to understand what other religions
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